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ESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (if known) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The clominant feature of the First Unitarian Society Meeting House is 
its pj.ow-like, or ship like "prow" jutting northeast into the prairie, 
giving the viewer a strong sensation of motion. This form is so lyrical 
that various metaphors have been attached to it, the best-known of which 
is Wright's own analogy of hands folded in prayer. The "prow" is actually 
a multi-purpose auditorium used for worship, social activities, or lectures 
QZLconcerts. Each use requires a different arrangement of the lightweight 
moveable pews. In the worship mode, the congregation faces a massive 
.stone pulpit above which rises a choir loft, and on both sides of which 
are louvred windows overlooking spreading trees and a distant lake.

The roofing system over this "grow" is the most interesting structural 
part of the Meeting House. Inside a ridge line is centered over the audi 
torium running from the rear, over the pulpit, and culminating in a soaring 
apex forty feet above the ground. But though the interior ceiling form is 
basically triangular, the exterior form, viewed in section or from the rear 
of the building, is trapezoidal. Viewed from the northeast, Wright's roof- 
form is a trompe-l f oeil as it appears as though it would have a triangular 
section. The space between the exterior trapezoid and the included 
triangle-ceiling is used for the roof framing.

"The roof is supported by a series of trusses built entirely of nailed 
2 x 4 T s and 2 x 6 f s, 'a sort of hammer-and-saw field day, 1 according to the 
Taliesin people. Each pair of trusses acts like a center-hinged arch. 
Top chords, progressively shortening from base to prow, are in the same 
plane. Lower chords are in a warped plane nearly horizontal at the base 
and nearly vertical at the prow. This creates an interesting warped ceilin 
shape. lfl

Thus, though one would swear the roof has a ridge pole when one views 
the prow from beneath or the front, in fact there is no ridge pole. The 
roofing material over the "prow" is qfceen copper^laid in geometric strips t 
emphasize the shape of the roof and its overhanging, sheltering lines.

the prow-form intersects the main body of the Meeting House, which is 
fairly straight-forward Wright statement not unrelated to earlier houses an 
Prairie buildings. It is long, low and linear, with exaggerated eaves hug 
ging the ground and giving a very strong feeling of "shelter." Below the 
fbbT the exterior material is largely indigenqus^^yaiie^roughly^cjiit and laid 
in the familiar Wrightian random fashion. In the outer wings, massive ston 
piers alternate with floor-to-ceiling doors and windows, giving both immed 
iate visual and physical contact with the outside. At critical points in 
the plan, where the building turns corners or ends, extra-large stone 
piers penetrate the roof to call attention to their unusual and dramatic 
function.

Entry to the Meeting House is gained from the southeast end of the 
building, where one passes beneath an extremely_dramatic over-hanging roof 
which swoops down to nearly six feet from,^li^^pu^ix requiring tall indi 
viduals to duck for entry.

LArch. Forum, Dec., 1952, p. 87
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Ordinarily buildings less than 50 years old and religious structures do not 
qualify for the National Register. However, the First Unitarian Society 
Meeting House meets two criteria which warrant its inclusion on the Regis 
ter, namely [1] though a religious building, it derives its primary sig 
nificance from architectural distinction, and [2] though less than 50 years 
old, it is a major work of a master architect of worldwide renown. Indeed, 
this building is one of only four Wright-designed buildings in the state of 
Wisconsin which were selected by the American Institute of Architects as 
being worthy of being "forever preserved."^

According to Vincent Scully, Jr., this building came fairly late in 
Wright's career (designed in 1947) when he was reacting to "International 
Style pressure" with new imagery and dramatic forms and spaces. Out of 
his office in this period came the Guggenheim Museum and later the Beth 
Sholom Synagugue, called Weight's "Own sacred mountain." The imagery at 
First Unitarian...a ship, praying hands...cannot be denied, nor can the 
structural virtuosity called upon to create such drama. Also employed here 
was an unusual organizational grid, in this case an jeqjytiJLateral triangle, 
though increasingly elsewhere a circle. Such nonrectangular grids helpefT 
Wright achieve one of his most enduring goals: the breaking of the "box." 
The 60° triangles are recalled in floor scoring and some furniture, as 
well as in acute and obtuse angles in wall planes.

The observed imagery and grids in the building are reinforced by 
Wright's own statement about the design: "As the square has always sig 
nified integrity and the sphere universality, the triangle stands for as 
piration. Here is a church where the whole edifice is in the attitude of 
prayer."-*

The parish and the minister, who has been with the congregation since 
1952, are lavish in their praise for the Meeting House. The attraction of 
a Wright masterpiece has had economic impact as the congregation nearly 
doubled in the first two years after the completion of the building, while 
Sunday school attendance increased 50 per cent. The parish was responsible 
for much of the construction of the building, hauling all the sandstone 30 
miles to the site, plastering walls, and doing many other chores. Taliesin 
staff landscaped the site and manufactured the furniture. William C. 
Wright, Frank Lloyd Wright f s father, was one of the organizers of this 
parish in 1879, and his famous son was enrolled as a member for many years.'

1 - Perrin, p. 140.
2 - Scully, p. 31.

3 - Architectural Forum, Dec., 1952, p. 86,
4 - Ibid , p. 90.
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